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 Adventure on Whalebone Island
by M.a. Wilson

ISBN: 9780995344501
Binding: Paperback 
Series: Maple Harbour Adventures
Publisher: BWL PUBLISHING INC.
Pub. Date: 2016-01-01
Pages: 168
Price: $9.95

Ryan and Kendra have come to Maple Harbour to spend their summer holidays with their aunt and uncle. They're expecting a leisurely holiday swimming
and playing on the beach with their cousins Claire and Nathan. Claire, however, has other ideas - exploring islands in her sailboat and searching for sunken
treasure. But what's hidden on mysterious Whalebone Island? Have the four of them come across a secret that others don't want discovered?

 Half-Truths and Brazen Lies
An Honest Look at Lying
by Kira Vermond

ISBN: 9781771471466
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Owlkids Books Inc.
Pub. Date: 2016-04-15
Pages: 48
Price: $17.95

Do you believe in telling the truth? Sure you do. But even that's a lie -- because we all lie. Whether to protect a friend, to make someone feel better, or to
avoid telling even bigger lies later, lying is actually central to human nature. Usually we're taught that lying is bad, and that's that. But in reality, it's rarely so
black and white. 

Kira Vermond's latest book answers questions like: Why do we lie? What types of lies are there? What are the consequences of lying? What methods are
used to detect lies? And when is it okay or even good to lie?

From forgeries and hoaxes to plagiarism and placebos, Half-Truths and Brazen Lies offers historical anecdotes, scientific studies, and sociocultural analyses
to help unpack the complex world of untruths. Told in a witty, conversational tone with an index and full-color illustrations, the book takes a thorough,
nuanced approach to a fascinating aspect of human behavior.

 Hannah And The Magic Eye
by Tyler Enfield

ISBN: 9781927855683
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Great Plains Publications
Pub. Date: 2017-03-01
Pages: 165
Price: $11.95

Hannah With The Magic Eye&nbspis the story of Hannah and Samir, two unlikely friends who embark on a fast-paced treasure hunt though modern-day
Jerusalem to find the famed treasure of King Solomon's Temple- the largest unrecovered fortune in history. But racing alongside them is the Cancellarii, the
dangerous secret society of treasure hunters who kidnapped Hannah's grandfather- the famed archeologist Henri Dubuisson.&nbspNow Hannah and Samir
must rescue her grandfather by reaching the treasure first, and ransoming it back to the Cancellarii for her grandfather's freedom.  But first Hannah and Samir
must decipher an enchanted map and follow its clues through seven of Jerusalem's most exotic sites. They must evade the Israeli police, ride camels through
the desert, swim with hippies in the Dead Sea, drink copious black coffee, hitchhike with friendly Arabs, and somehow outfox the Cancellarii as they search
for a pile of gold worth more than&nbsp56 billion dollars.
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 Kings of the Court

by Alison Hughes

ISBN: 9781459812192
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Orca Book Publishers
Pub. Date: 2017-03-14
Pages: 192
Price: $9.95

When the Gladiators basketball team's nasty coach finally gets turfed midseason, things couldn't possibly get worse. The team hasn't won a game yet, and
morale is at rock bottom. Sameer, who announces the games and keeps score, and Vijay, the team mascot, have their hands full keeping the team's spirits up.
When they get promoted to assistant coach and manager, can they help a small, unathletic, Shakespeare-quoting drama teacher coach the team to victory, or
at least to dignity? Or will the courtside drama eclipse even the school play?

 Laura Monster Crusher
by Wesley King

ISBN: 9780143197812
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Puffin Canada
Pub. Date: 2018-04-03
Pages: 304
Price: $11.99

Lord of the Rings&#194;meets&#194;Buffy the Vampire Slayer&#194;meets&#194;The Duff&#194;in this funny, fast-paced tale of middle-school
monsters, self-image, and, oh yeah, actual monsters that want to kill everyone.

&#194;&#194;&#194;&#194;&#194;Laura Ledwick is... well... large. The kids at school don't let her forget it, and call her by various names: Laura
Largebottom, Laura Lardo, Lots of Laura--you get the idea. When Laura's family moves to the next town over before eighth grade, she expects more of the
same. What she doesn't expect are the snake-like yellow eyes watching her from the forest. Or the mysterious rattling in her closet. Or finally making real
friends for the first time. Or handsome uber-nerd Liam R. Kelp, who might just be the cutest boy to ever wear a Science Is Cool T-shirt. But when Laura
finally discovers the source of the rattling, things take on a whole new level of weird. It turns out Laura has just been given the most important job in the
world: Monster Crusher. Her role is simple: protect the earth from the horrors beneath their feet. Eighth grade is about to get a lot more interesting.

 Macy McMillan and the Rainbow Goddess
by Shari Green

ISBN: 9781772780178
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Pajama Press Inc.
Pub. Date: 2017-05-01
Pages: 240
Price: $14.95

Winner of the 2018 ALA Schneider Family Book Award, Middle Grade Books category
Sixth grade is coming to an end, and so is life as Macy McMillan knows it. Already a "For Sale" sign mars the front lawn of her beloved house. Soon her
mother will upend their perfect little family, adding a stepfather and six-year-old twin stepsisters. To add insult to injury, what is Macy's final sixth grade
assignment? A genealogy project. Well, she'll put it off - just like those wedding centerpieces she's supposed to be making.
Just when Macy's mother ought to be understanding, she sends Macy next door to help eighty six-year-old Iris Gillan, who is also getting ready to move - in
her case into an assisted living facility. Iris can't pack a single box on her own and, worse, she doesn't know sign language. How is Macy supposed to
understand her? But Iris has stories to tell, and she isn't going to let Macy's deafness stop her. Soon, through notes and books and cookies, a friendship
grows. And this friendship, odd and unexpected, may be just what Macy needs to face the changes in her life.
Shari Green, author of Root Beer Candy and Other Miracles, writes this summer story with the lightest touch, spinning Macy out of her old story and into a
new one full of warmth and promise for the future.
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 Mary Anning's Curiosity

by Monica Kulling

ISBN: 9781554988983
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Groundwood Books Ltd
Pub. Date: 2017-05-01
Pages: 120
Price: $14.95

Mary Anning, considered the world's greatest fossilist, discovered her first big find at the age of twelve. This novel is an imaginative re-creation of her
childhood in early nineteenth-century Lyme Regis.
Mary was born in 1799 in Lyme Regis, England, to a poor family. She and her older brother were the only two of ten children to survive. Her father, a
carpenter and part-time fossil hunter, taught his children to look for fossils.
When her father injured himself and was unable to work, Mary quit school and took up fossil hunting full-time to help support her family, a task that became
even more important when her father died, leaving the Annings in debt.
At the age of twelve, Mary, with her older brother Joe, found what they believed to be the skeleton of a gigantic crocodile, the Great Croc of the legends.
Between dodging her rival fossil hunter, the Curiman, and the sheer work of carefully digging out the fossil, Mary took almost a year to excavate what would
later be termed the Ichthyosaurus.
Mary Anning may have been uneducated, poor and a woman, but her life's work of fossil hunting led her to make many discoveries that influenced our
understanding of prehistoric creatures and the age of the Earth.  In 2010, Mary was named among the ten British women who have most influenced the
history of science. Charles Darwin even cited Mary's fossilized creatures as evidence in his book On the Origin of Species.
In this triumphant novel about scientific discovery, Monica Kulling brings Mary Anning and her world to life for young readers.

 The Theory of Hummingbirds
by Michelle Kadarusman

ISBN: 9781772780352
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Pajama Press Inc.
Pub. Date: 2017-09-25
Pages: 160
Price: $12.95

From Governor General's Literary Award finalist Michelle Kadarusman. A moving novel for middle-grade readers that is not about overcoming disability,
but rather becoming one's truest self
"Hummingbirds and angels don't need two good feet. They have wings." That's what Alba's mother always says. Of course, Alba doesn't have wings or two
good feet: she has Cleo. Cleo is the name Alba has given to her left foot, which was born twisted in the wrong direction. When she points this out, though,
her mother just smiles like the world has some surprise in store she doesn't know about yet.
Well, Alba has her own surprise planned. After many surgeries and one final cast, Cleo is almost ready to meet the world straight on--just in time to run in
the sixth grade cross-country race. Unfortunately, Alba's best friend Levi thinks there's no way she can pull it off. And she thinks there's no way he's right
about the school librarian hiding a wormhole in her office. Tempers flare. Sharp words fly faster than hummingbirds. And soon it looks like both friends will
be stuck proving their theories on their own.
#ownvoices author Michelle Kadarusman's debut and award-nominated novel, The Theory of Hummingbirds, is now available in paperback!
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 The Tragic Tale of the Great Auk

by Jan Thornhill

ISBN: 9781554988655
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Groundwood Books Ltd
Pub. Date: 2016-10-01
Pages: 44
Price: $18.95

For hundreds of thousands of years Great Auks thrived in the icy seas of the North Atlantic, bobbing on the waves, diving for fish and struggling up onto
rocky shores to mate and hatch their fluffy chicks. But by 1844, not a single one of these magnificent birds was alive.
In this stunningly illustrated non-fiction picture book, award-winning author and illustrator Jan Thornhill tells the tragic story of these birds that "weighed as
much as a sack of potatoes and stood as tall as a preteen's waist." Their demise came about in part because of their anatomy. They could swim swiftly
underwater, but their small wings meant they couldn't fly and their feet were so far back on their bodies, they couldn't walk very well. Still the birds managed
to escape their predators much of the time ... until humans became seafarers.
Great Auks were pursued first by Vikings, then by Inuit, Beothuk and finally European hunters. Their numbers rapidly dwindled. They became collectors'
items -- their skins were stuffed for museums, to be displayed along with their beautiful eggs. (There are some amazing stories about these stuffed auks --
one was stolen from a German museum during WWII by Russian soldiers; another was flown to Iceland and given a red-carpet welcome at the airport.)
Although undeniably tragic, the final demise of the Great Auk led to the birth of the conservation movement. Laws were eventually passed to prevent the
killing of birds during the nesting season, and similar laws were later extended to other wildlife species.
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